
Summary

A multiaxis thrust-vectoring nozzle designed to
have equal ow-turning capability in pitch and yaw
was conceived and experimentally tested for inter-
nal static performance at Langley Research Center.
The cruciform-shaped, convergent-divergent nozzle
turned the ow for thrust vectoring by deecting
the divergent surfaces of the nozzle, called aps.
Methods for eliminating physical interference be-
tween pitch and yaw aps at the larger multiaxis
deection angles were studied. These methods in-
cluded restricting the pitch aps from the path of the
yaw aps and shifting the ow path at the throat
o� the nozzle centerline to permit larger pitch-ap
deections without interfering with the operation of
the yaw aps. Two ap widths were tested at both
dry and afterburning power settings. Vertical- and
reverse-thrust con�gurations at dry power were also
tested.

Despite the complex internal geometry, this cruci-
form nozzle had only slightly lower unvectored thrust
e�ciency than existing axisymmetric and nonax-
isymmetric nozzle designs. Thrust losses in single-
axis thrust vectoring were primarily the result of
complex ow interactions between shearing ows
within the nozzle. Splitting the ow, a consequence
of the cruciform cross section, caused these inter-
actions. Thrust losses in multiaxis thrust vector-
ing were primarily the result of turning supersonic
ow. More equal pitch and yaw thrust-vector angles
were achieved by the nozzle with narrow divergent
aps than by the nozzle with wide divergent aps.
However, the narrow-ap nozzle had thrust losses
1 to 2 percent higher than those of the wide-ap
nozzle. The shifted-throat nozzle design had larger
thrust-vector angles at the nozzle pressure ratio of
peak resultant thrust e�ciency than the restricted-
ap nozzle design but had 1.5- to 2.0-percent-lower
peak thrust performance. The vertical- and reverse-
thrust con�gurations had performance similar to that
of existing nozzles of similar design.

Introduction

Military aviation history has shown that �ghter
aircraft with better maneuver performance have an
advantage over their opponents in close-in air-to-air
engagements. Maximizing this maneuverability in-
cludes maintaining attitude control into and beyond
the angle-of-attack range of aerodynamic control sur-
face e�ectiveness. The elevators and rudders of con-
ventionally con�gured aircraft (control surfaces aft
of the wing) lose e�ectiveness at high angles of at-
tack, generally before the wing stalls; this e�ect oc-
curs because the elevators and rudders are located in

the separated wake of the wing. Although the wing
may still be producing su�cient lift, asymmetrical
ow situations and ine�ective aerodynamic control
surfaces cause the aircraft attitude to diverge.

A supplemental source of attitude control can be
achieved through deection of the engine thrust to
produce the necessary forces and moments to main-
tain or augment aircraft control. The primary ad-
vantage of this technique, known as thrust vectoring,
is that it is independent of angle of attack, within the
limits of inlet capability. When the thrust is deected
in the vertical or horizontal planes, the normal- and
side-force components produce the necessary pitch
and yaw moments that are usually supplied by the
tail surfaces.

The concept of deecting the engine thrust to pro-
duce useful forces may be extended to include deect-
ing the thrust vertically downward to supplement or
replace the wing lift for such applications as short and
vertical takeo�s and landings. This extension of the
concept assumes proper balance can be maintained
through reaction control jets. In addition, deecting
the thrust forward produces reverse thrust that can
be used in ight or upon landing. Other applications
and bene�ts of thrust-vectoring technology can be
found in references 1 to 12. The applications cited
in these references document the need to develop ex-
tremely versatile nozzles.

Various nozzle concepts for thrust vectoring have
been investigated over the past 12 years at Lang-
ley Research Center (refs. 13 to 24). In particular,
both axisymmetric and two-dimensional (2-D) noz-
zles have been studied. These studies emphasized
2-D nozzles because their geometry accommodates a
larger variety of devices in the development of vec-
tored thrust. These devices include internal diver-
gent aps, external vanes, and plugs. Early research
was limited to single-plane vectoring in the pitch di-
rection (refs. 16 to 19). More recent experiments
added yaw capability to pitch-vectoring nozzles to
obtain multiaxis vectoring (refs. 20 to 24). Results
show that, in some cases, performance in one of the
vectoring directions is compromised by the devices
needed to provide vectoring in the other direction.
For instance, physical interference between pitch and
yaw aps can limit the range of available multiaxis
vector angles. Also, combining pitch and yaw vec-
toring with dissimilar vectoring methods or in an
asymmetrical fashion may favor one direction over
the other.

A multiaxis thrust-vectoring nozzle concept de-
signed to reduce this compromise has been in-
vestigated experimentally to evaluate its internal



performance and to assess its potential. The unique
geometry associated with this nozzle allows for a new
approach to achieve large-angle multiaxis thrust vec-
toring without physical interference of the divergent
aps. The nozzle is a nonaxisymmetric, convergent-
divergent design with symmetry about the vertical
and horizontal axes. Thrust is vectored through the
deection of the nozzle divergent aps (either top
and bottom or side aps) about a hinge line near the
throat plane, the location of minimum cross-sectional
ow area in the nozzle. Corner pieces between adja-
cent pitch and yaw vector aps contain exhaust ow
at the nozzle corners. The resulting geometry is a
nozzle with a cruciform cross section at the nozzle
exit. To turn the ow in the pitch direction, the
top and bottom aps are rotated in the same direc-
tion through the same angle; a similar movement of
the side aps provides yaw vectoring. The design
includes two additional capabilities to meet possible
performance needs of future �ghter aircraft. First,
the nozzle can operate in a vertical-thrust mode for
short and vertical takeo�s and landings, and second,
the nozzle can operate in a thrust-reversing capacity.

This cruciform nozzle, so named for its distinctive
cross-sectional shape at the nozzle exit, was tested
for internal performance in the static test facilities of
the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. The nozzle
was tested unvectored, vectored in one and two direc-
tions, and con�gured in vertical- and reverse-thrust
modes at nozzle pressure ratios up to 8. Divergent
ap width, nozzle expansion ratio, and nozzle power
setting were varied as test parameters. In addition,
several methods of achieving increased multiaxis vec-
toring capability at large divergent ap angles in dry
power operation were examined.

Symbols

All forces and moments (with the exception of re-
sultant thrust) are referred to the model centerline
(body axis). The model (balance) moment reference
center was located at model station (Sta.) 29.39. Ref-
erence 25 contains a discussion of the data reduction
procedure and de�nitions of the force and moment
terms and the propulsion relationships.

A linear nozzle dimension measured from
nozzle centerline to convergent ap
surface at nozzle connection station
(Sta. 42.24) (�g. 6(a) and table 2), in.

Ae cross-sectional area at nozzle exit

plane, in2

At cross-sectional area at nozzle throat

plane, in2

B linear nozzle dimension measured from
nozzle connection station (Sta. 42.24)
to corner convergent point (�g. 6(a)
and table 2), in.

C ap width (�g. 6(a) and table 2), in.

D linear nozzle dimension on vertical-
thrust and thrust-reverser con�gura-
tions measured from ap closure point
to aft surface of model ap (�g. 6(c)
and table 2), in.

E longitudinal length of cutout on
transition section used for vertical-
thrust con�gurations (�g. 6(e) and
table 2), in.

Fa measured axial thrust, lbf

Fi ideal isentropic thrust,

wp
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Fn normal force measured by balance, lbf

Fr resultant thrust,q
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Fs side force measured by balance, lbf

G longitudinal length of cutout on
transition section used for thrust-
reverser con�gurations (�g. 6(e) and
table 2), in.

g acceleration of gravity, 32.174 ft/sec2

L reference length, 1.0 in.

My pitching moment measured by balance,
in-lbf

Mz yawing moment measured by balance,
in-lbf

NPR nozzle pressure ratio, pt;j=pa

NPRd design nozzle pressure ratio (NPR for
fully expanded ow at nozzle exit)

pa atmospheric pressure, psi

pt;j average jet total pressure, psi

Rj gas constant (for  = 1.3997),

1716 ft2/sec2-�R

Tt;j jet total temperature, �R

wi ideal isentropic weight-ow rate (for
NPR > 1.89),
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wp measured weight-ow rate, lbf/sec

x longitudinal thrust-reverser dimension
measured from downstream port
corner without port extension to aft
surface of corner piece (�g. 6(d) and
table 2), in.

y linear thrust-reverser dimension
measured from nozzle centerline to
center of internal radius (�g. 6(d) and
table 2), in.

yb linear nozzle dimension measured
from nozzle centerline to center of
bottom-ap throat radius (�g. 6(a)
and table 2), in.

yl linear nozzle dimension measured from
nozzle centerline to center of left-ap
throat radius (�g. 6(a) and table 2),
in.

yr linear nozzle dimension measured from
nozzle centerline to center of right-ap
throat radius (�g. 6(a) and table 2),
in.

yt linear nozzle dimension measured from
nozzle centerline to center of top-ap
throat radius (�g. 6(a) and table 2),
in.

z linear vertical-thrust con�guration
dimension measured from nozzle
centerline to downstream port corner
(�g. 6(c) and table 2), in.

zb linear nozzle dimension from nozzle
centerline to trailing edge of bottom
ap (�g. 6(a) and table 2), in.

zl linear nozzle dimension from nozzle
centerline to trailing edge of left ap
(�g. 6(a) and table 2), in.

zr linear nozzle dimension from nozzle
centerline to trailing edge of right ap
(�g. 6(a) and table 2), in.

zt linear nozzle dimension from nozzle
centerline to trailing edge of top ap
(�g. 6(a) and table 2), in.

 ratio of speci�c heats, 1.3997 for air

�p pitch thrust-vector angle, measured
from centerline, positive deection

downward, tan�1
Fn

Fa
, deg

�v;p geometric vector angle in pitch plane,
measured from centerline, positive
deection downward, deg

�v;y geometric vector angle in yaw plane,
measured from centerline, positive
deection to left looking upstream,
deg

�y yaw thrust-vector angle, measured
from centerline, positive deection to

left looking upstream, tan�1
Fs

Fa
, deg

Abbreviations:

A/B afterburning power

C-D convergent-divergent

SERN single-expansion-ramp nozzle

Sta. model station, in.

2-D two-dimensional

Test Facility

The test was conducted in two phases in the static
test facilities of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tun-
nel. The dry power nozzles were tested in the model
preparation area, a facility normally used for model
setup and calibration before entrance into the wind
tunnel. However, because the model preparation
area has a high-pressure air supply and a data ac-
quisition system, it can be used to test the internal
performance of nozzles at wind-o� conditions. The
air system uses the same supply of clean, dry air used
in the wind tunnel propulsion simulations; the system
includes the same valving, �lters, and heat exchanger
to provide an air supply at a constant total temper-
ature of about 530�R. The model was mounted on
a sting-strut support system in a soundproof room
with an air exhaust duct opposite the jet. The con-
trol room is adjacent to the test area, and a window
between the rooms allows for model observation dur-
ing testing.

The afterburning power nozzles were tested in the
static test stand of the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.
The static test stand is separate from the wind tunnel
and thus has its own air supply system, valving,
�lters, and heat exchanger. The model was attached
to a dolly-mounted strut support system, and the air
exhausted into a vented room. Reference 26 provides
details of both facilities.

Propulsion Simulation System

Figure 1(a) shows the propulsion simulation sys-
tem with a typical cruciform nozzle con�guration
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installed and �gure 1(b) shows the internal de-
tails of the test hardware. High-pressure, constant-
temperature air is supplied to the propulsion simula-
tion system so that the forces and moments produced
by the nozzle can be measured accurately. As shown
in �gure 1(b), air is supplied through six lines in the
support strut to an annular high-pressure plenum.
The air ows radially out of the high-pressure plenum
through eight equally spaced sonic nozzles into a low-
pressure plenum. This ow transfer design (perpen-
dicular to the nozzle axis) minimizes the force on the
balance caused by axial momentum transfer of the
ow across the force balance. Flexible bellows act
as seals between the metric (supported by the force
balance) and nonmetric portions of the model and
minimize forces caused by pressurization. The air
then passes through a choke plate for ow straight-
ening, through an instrumentation section, through a
circular-to-octagonal transition section, and into the
nozzle; the air then exhausts to atmospheric pres-
sure. The instrumentation section includes an iron-
constantan thermocouple for total temperature mea-
surements and a rake of nine pitot probes for total
pressure measurements.

Nozzle Design

The cruciform nozzle is a fully variable, non-
axisymmetric, convergent-divergent nozzle designed
to turn the ow in both pitch and yaw directions
through the deection of divergent aps into or away
from the ow. Figure 2 is a close-up of a typical
model, and �gures 3 and 4 show external and inter-
nal views of the various con�gurations tested. In-
terchangeable blocks are used to simulate deectable
divergent aps in the model. The goal of the design is
to accomplish multiaxis thrust vectoring while min-
imizing the physical interference between the pitch
and yaw aps. Each of the four divergent aps moves
in a channel and has a pivot point near the throat
plane. (See �g. 3(c).) The channel sidewalls ex-
tend to the nozzle exit plane to provide ow contain-
ment. The nozzle is designed to operate in both dry
and afterburning (A/B) power modes. Operation in
A/B mode requires that the throat be widened to ac-
commodate the lower density ow that results from
the higher exhaust gas temperatures associated with
afterburning.

In the A/B power mode, the pitch (top and bot-
tom) and yaw (side) aps do not physically interfere
with each other at normal vectoring angles. In the
dry power mode, the aps do not interfere at low mul-
tiaxis vectoring angles; the aps do, however, inter-
fere with each other at higher angles (i.e., angles usu-
ally greater than 10�, but actual size depends on the

speci�c geometry). The pitch and yaw aps are free
from physical interference until an inward-deected
ap moves into the path of an adjacent ap. Two
concepts for eliminating this physical interference at
higher multiaxis vectoring angles have been investi-
gated and are subsequently described.

The nozzle is also designed to have the multi-
functional capabilities of providing vertical thrust for
short and vertical takeo�s and landings and reverse
thrust for aircraft deceleration. In the vertical-thrust
mode, the divergent aps move together to close the
exit. The convergent bottom ap pivots open about
a hinge point at the throat and thus creates a ven-
tral port. (See �g. 5(a).) The designed turning angle
in the vertical-thrust mode is 90�. In the thrust-
reverser mode, the divergent aps close in the same
way. However, the reverser is deployed by the left
and right convergent aps that pivot open about the
hinge point at the throat. (See �g. 5(b).) The de-
signed turning angle in reverse mode is 120�. The
total port areas of both the vertical-thrust and the
thrust-reverser con�guration are scheduled to main-
tain a su�cient air ow through the engine.

A model of the nozzle was built with interchange-
able blocks used to represent aps for each vectoring
con�guration. The nominal throat area was 4 in2

in dry power mode and 8 in2 in A/B power mode.
Port areas of 4 in2 were used in both vertical-thrust
and thrust-reverser con�gurations. Model dimen-
sions and con�guration speci�cations are presented
in tables 1 and 2 and in �gure 6. The model was
tested both with narrow aps and with wide aps
to investigate the e�ect of ap width on nozzle per-
formance and thrust-vectoring capability. The cross-
sectional ow areas for the two con�gurations with
di�erent ap width were kept as nearly equal as pos-
sible. All yaw aps were arbitrarily chosen to have
unrestricted freedom of movement; any restrictions
of movement necessary to eliminate ap interference
were applied to the pitch aps. The nozzle was oth-
erwise symmetrical, so the pitch- and yaw-vectoring
results were interchangeable if desired. The model
was built so that pitch vectoring deected the ow
down to give a positive force (up) and yaw vectoring
deected the ow to the right to give a negative force
(left) looking upstream. The nominal geometric ap
angle in thrust vectoring was 20� for both pitch and
yaw. The L-shaped corner pieces (�g. 2) that formed
the ap channels were designed for static (no external
ow) tests only; actual ight nozzle hardware would
have smoothly faired external surfaces and little or
no base area.

As mentioned previously, two concepts for ex-
tending the multiaxis vectoring angles beyond the
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physical constraint in dry power operation were
examined. A con�guration called restricted ap
(�gs. 3(d) and 4(d)) allowed the trailing edge of the
upper pitch ap to move to the edge of the yaw ap
channel but restricted the trailing edge from moving
farther. Thus, unrestricted yaw ap movement is al-
lowed. The bottom ap was then rotated through the
full 20� angle. Another con�guration called shifted
throat (�gs. 3(d) and 4(d)) moved the top and bot-
tom convergent aps so that the throat plane shifted
upward. This movement allowed the top pitch ap to
rotate closer to 20� before being restricted by the yaw
channel. Shifting the ow passage to allow greater
vectoring angles represents a new approach to handle
the problem of ap interference. The restricted-ap
and shifted-throat con�gurations were each tested at
two exit-to-throat area ratios and at two ap widths.

The vertical-thrust and thrust-reverser con�gura-
tions were tested with and without port length exten-
sions to assess their e�ect on nozzle performance. A
port extension of 1.500 in. was tested on the vertical-
thrust con�gurations, and port extensions of 0.750
and 1.500 in. were tested on the reverse-thrust con-
�gurations. (See �gs. 5(a), 5(b), 6(c), and 6(d).)

Instrumentation

The weight-ow rate of air to the nozzle was
calculated from pressure and temperature measure-
ments in a calibrated venturi system upstream of the
high-pressure plenum. The air supply in the model
preparation area was connected to the same multiple
critical venturi as that used for the 16-Foot Tran-
sonic Tunnel. The air supply in the static test stand
passed through a separate pair of critical venturis.
All pressures in this test were measured by individ-
ual pressure transducers. Forces and moments were
measured by a six-component strain-gauge balance
located on the nozzle centerline.

Data Corrections and Presentation

Each data point is the average steady-state value
computed from 50 frames of data taken at a rate
of 10 frames per second. All data were taken in
ascending order of the average jet total pressure pt;j.
The data obtained from this test are given in table 3.
Most of the data presented are plotted as a function
of nozzle pressure ratio (NPR), the ratio of jet total
pressure to atmospheric pressure. The NPR range of
2 to 8 corresponds typically to the operational NPR
for ight Mach numbers from 0.2 to 1.3.

The strain-gauge balance measurements, from
which the actual nozzle thrust components are subse-
quently obtained, are initially corrected for balance

interactions. Although the bellows arrangement is
designed to eliminate pressure and momentum inter-
actions with the balance, small bellows tares on the
six balance components still exist. These tares result
from a small pressure di�erence between the ends
of the bellows, which occurs when internal velocities
are high, and from small di�erences in the spring
constants of the forward and aft bellows, which oc-
cur when the bellows are pressurized. These bellows
tares are determined from tests of standard axisym-
metric calibration nozzles with known performance
over a range of expected internal pressures and lon-
gitudinal and lateral forces and moments. The bal-
ance data are then corrected in a manner similar to
that discussed in reference 16 to obtain thrust along
the body axis Fa, normal force Fn, and side force
Fs. The resultant thrust ratio Fr=Fi, axial thrust
ratio Fa=Fi, normal-force ratio Fn=Fi, and resultant
pitch and yaw thrust-vector angles �p and �y are then
determined from these corrected balance data. Ref-
erences 25 and 26 contain a more detailed discussion
of this data reduction process.

The discharge coe�cient wp=wi is the ratio of
measured weight-ow rate from upstream venturi
measurements to ideal weight-ow rate, which is cal-
culated from total pressure and temperature mea-
surements and the geometric nozzle throat area. This
discharge coe�cient is a measure of the nozzle e�-
ciency in passing weight ow. The ideal weight-ow
calculation is sensitive to the throat area of the noz-
zle used in the calculation; thus, a small discrepancy
between measured and actual throat area can signif-
icantly change the discharge coe�cient level. Since
the throat areas of the cruciform nozzle are di�cult
to measure, nominal values are used in the calcula-
tions and are listed in table 1.

The basic performance parameters presented in
this report are resultant thrust ratio Fr=Fi, axial
thrust ratio Fa=Fi, discharge coe�cient wp=wi, and
resultant pitch and yaw thrust-vector angles �p and
�y . The normal-force ratio Fn=Fi is used to compare
single and multiaxis thrust-vectoring capability. Al-
though pitching-moment and yawing-moment ratios
My=FiL and Mz=FiL were measured and recorded
in table 3, they are not discussed because this report
emphasizes forces. Rolling-moment data are not in-
cluded because they are not relevant to this nozzle
design.

Discussion of Results

Basic Data

The basic data for each con�guration of this
investigation are presented in �gures 7 to 10 for
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the dry power con�gurations and in �gure 11 for
the afterburning power con�gurations with nominal
divergent ap deections of 20�. In general, many
of the basic data show trends that are consistent
with previous studies (refs. 13 to 15). One trend
is the occurrence of peak values of Fr=Fi (for the
unvectored nozzle) at slightly higher values of NPR
than that of the NPRd listed in table 1. The NPRd

is the design NPR and is calculated from the nozzle
area ratio (Ae=At, ratio of nozzle exit plane area to
nozzle throat plane area) with the assumption that
the nozzle expands isentropically (ref. 27). Thrust
losses at nozzle pressure ratios below and above
NPRd are associated with nozzle overexpansion and
underexpansion.

The deection of divergent aps for thrust vector-
ing generally results in a decrease in resultant thrust
ratio. In some cases, particularly at larger area ra-
tios (Ae=At = 1:5 and 1.4), two local maximums
occur in Fr=Fi with the deection of the divergent
aps; one occurs at high NPR and one occurs at low
NPR. (See �gs. 8 and 10.) The same behavior is
present in the axial thrust ratio. In addition, some
performance curves (Fa=Fi and Fr=Fi) have multi-
ple distinct local peaks with the deection of aps.
Two possible explanations exist for this behavior.
First, at low NPR's, internal exhaust ow separa-
tion probably occurs in the divergent channel. The
large-area-ratio con�gurations are the most suscep-
tible to separation. As shown by the data in refer-
ence 28, internal ow separation can cause disconti-
nuities in the thrust ratio curves. Second, when the
divergent aps are deected for thrust vectoring, the
aps have unequal lengths referenced to the ow cen-
terline. Therefore, near the nozzle exit, part of the
exhaust ow is bounded by a solid surface and part is
unbounded. In this case, the nozzle geometry is simi-
lar to that of a single-expansion-ramp nozzle (SERN)
designed to allow partially unbounded expansion. As
shown in reference 23, these nozzles either have dis-
continuities in their thrust ratio performance curves
or have two distinct performance peaks.

The discharge coe�cient is relatively constant
with NPR's above the choked ow condition
(NPR > 1.89). The deection of divergent aps
for thrust vectoring generally results in a decrease
in discharge coe�cient. This decrease is most likely
a result of a decrease in e�ective nozzle throat area.
The throats of two-dimensional convergent-divergent
(2-D C-D) nozzles with divergent ap thrust vector-
ing have been shown to pivot and translate onto the
divergent aps and decrease in area (ref. 19). The
same phenomenon is believed to occur here. In some

cases of multiaxis thrust vectoring, the decrease in
discharge coe�cient is nearly 11 percent.

In general, the resultant pitch and yaw thrust-
vector angles show a dependency on NPR. The trend
in pure pitch vectoring is an increase in pitch thrust-
vector angle with increasing values of NPR in the
low-NPR range, probably as the low-energy sepa-
rated exhaust ow begins to reattach on the di-
vergent ap. The resultant pitch thrust-vector an-
gle generally reaches a maximum value and then
decreases as NPR increases. The resultant thrust-
vector angles in multiaxis thrust vectoring generally
show e�ective thrust vectoring (little adverse ow
separation and therefore large angles) at low NPR's.

The thrust-vector angles in single-axis and multi-
axis thrust vectoring are less than the nominal ap
deection angle of 20�. This apparent de�ciency in
thrust vectoring is caused by the divergent channel
geometry of the cruciform nozzle. Sketches of cross
sections at the exit planes of the narrow- and wide-
ap con�gurations are shown in �gure 12. The de-
ection of the pitch aps divides the exhaust ow
into a center region that is deected and side re-
gions that are not. The resultant thrust vector equals
the sum of these components and thus has an an-
gle smaller than the ap deection angle because
of the undeected exhaust regions. A more realis-
tic thrust-vector angle for comparison than 20� is
an area-weighted ap deection angle. The percent-
ages of the area at the exit plane enclosed between
opposing divergent aps are 65 and 75 percent for
the narrow- and wide-ap con�gurations. Therefore,
13� and 15� are more appropriate angles by which
to judge thrust-vectoring capability for the narrow-
and wide-ap con�gurations. (These angles are 65
and 75 percent of 20�.) As shown in the basic data
(�gs. 7 to 10), thrust-vector angles of these magni-
tudes are reached and occasionally exceeded, which
demonstrates that the aps are turning the ow e�ec-
tively. A similar argument concerning exhaust ow
splitting and regional contribution applies in multi-
axis thrust vectoring as well.

In the afterburning con�guration, the percent-
ages of enclosed area at the exit planes are 57 and
63 percent for the narrow- and wide-ap con�gura-
tions. Therefore, the equivalent thrust-vector angles
for comparison are 11.4� and 12.6�. As shown in
�gure 11, these angles are achieved only in multi-
axis thrust vectoring, with the exception that the
angle for the wide-ap con�guration at Ae=At = 1.2
also surpasses 12.6� in single-axis thrust vectoring.
An obvious drawback to the cruciform design is that
large ap deections are necessary to produce the
desired thrust-vector angle.
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Summary Data

Since applications of the cruciform nozzle would
normally be with it operating at peak thrust e�-
ciency, the data are summarized and the con�gura-
tions are compared at peak resultant thrust ratio. In
�gure 13, the data are arranged by power setting,
ap width, and area ratio. The bars in the bar chart
are composed of data from the unvectored, pitch-
vectoring, and multiaxis-vectoring con�gurations of
the basic pitch, restricted-ap, and shifted-throat
concepts.

Peak resultant thrust ratios of 2-D C-D nozzles
typically range from 0.985 to 0.995 (refs. 19 and 24).
The peak resultant thrust ratios measured for the un-
vectored cruciform nozzle range from 0.981 to 0.990;
this performance is up to 1.4 percent lower than that
of typical 2-D C-D nozzles. The slightly lower per-
formance of the cruciform nozzle may be a result of
additional surface friction losses because of a larger
internal surface area. A decrease in peak resultant
thrust ratio occurs with the addition of pitch thrust
vectoring and again with the addition of yaw thrust
vectoring. The decreases in peak resultant thrust
ratio for the pitch-vectoring cruciform nozzles are
larger than the decreases for pitch-vectoring 2-D C-D
nozzles that deect internal divergent aps for thrust
vectoring. These decreases are probably a result of
internal ow interactions and shear losses in the com-
plex ow �eld of the cruciform nozzle. As previ-
ously discussed, deecting the divergent aps creates
a region of deected ow and regions of undeected
ow; shear losses between these ows contribute to
the overall decrease in thrust e�ciency of the noz-
zle. Adding yaw vectoring to pitch vectoring results
in an additional decrease in peak resultant thrust ra-
tio; this decrease is generally greater than that of
pure pitch vectoring. These losses are partially at-
tributable to adverse interactions in the complex in-
ternal ow �eld of the cruciform nozzle.

Another probable contributor to the large losses
in multiaxis thrust vectoring is localized supersonic
ow turning, an ine�cient process because of the
oblique shocks that are formed in the divergent
channel. Studies of internal pitch thrust-vectoring
2-D C-D nozzles have shown that ow turning is al-
most entirely subsonic because the throat is inclined
toward the direction of ow turning. The same phe-
nomenon probably occurs in the single-axis thrust-
vectoring con�guration of the cruciform nozzle; that
is, the throat in pitch vectoring is inclined so that
most of the exhaust ow passing through the throat
is already turned in the pitch plane and can expand
without further changes in direction. In multiaxis
thrust vectoring, the throat of the cruciform nozzle

is inclined in both the pitch and the yaw plane, so
exhaust ow passing through the throat moves in a
direction roughly 45� from both the vertical and the
horizontal plane or along the bisector of the pitch
and yaw channels. However, because nearly all ow
exits the nozzle through the pitch and yaw channels,
the ow must be redirected after passing through the
throat to follow the walls of the channels. In other
words, the channel sidewalls are turning supersonic
ow, and this action is shown in the thrust perfor-
mance as a signi�cant decrease in Fr=Fi. Since the
throat of the pitch-vectoring nozzle turns most of the
exhaust ow in the correct direction for expansion,
supersonic readjustments are seldom necessary, and
most of the losses are from shear.

A comparison of the data in �gure 13 shows that
the restricted-ap con�gurations have up to 2 percent
higher peak resultant thrust ratios in both single-
axis and multiaxis thrust vectoring than the shifted-
throat con�gurations. The larger thrust losses for
the shifted-throat con�gurations may be related to
throat inclination. When the throat is shifted, the
exhaust ow �rst turns in the opposite direction of
vectoring upstream of the throat and then turns
back through a greater angle in the direction of
thrust vectoring. A throat plane that is inclined to
the oncoming ow may still be relatively orthogonal
to the nozzle axis. Additional ow turning in the
supersonic region is necessary for the ow to expand
down the pitch channel and thus results in supersonic
turning losses.

The e�ect of area ratio Ae=At on the peak resul-
tant thrust ratio is generally small. Increasing the
ap width increases the peak resultant thrust ratios,
particularly in single-axis thrust vectoring. As the
ap width is increased, the geometry approaches that
of a 2-D C-D nozzle, and therefore the performance
is expected to also approach that of a 2-D C-D noz-
zle. In general, the peak resultant thrust ratios of
the wide-ap nozzle are 1 to 2 percent higher than
those of the narrow-ap nozzle. Previous research
on pitch-vectoring 2-D C-D nozzles has shown that
thrust vectoring can be accomplished with almost no
losses in thrust (ref. 19).

The peak resultant thrust ratios of the nozzle
in the afterburning mode are generally similar to
those of the dry power mode. The most signi�cant
di�erence is that the bene�t of having wider aps
shown for the dry power mode is not present during
vectoring operation. In the afterburning mode, the
wide-ap con�guration does not approximate the
geometry of a 2-D C-D nozzle any more than does
the narrow-ap con�guration. The thrust vectoring
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losses associated with the cruciform geometry are
therefore still dominant.

A comparison of the e�ects of various thrust-
vectoring con�gurations on the pitch thrust-vector
angles of the pitch-vectoring nozzle is shown in �g-
ure 14. The most signi�cant e�ects occur at low
range of NPR's. Here the shifted-throat con�gura-
tion provides the most pitch vectoring for the narrow-
ap nozzle, and the basic pitch con�guration provides
the most pitch vectoring for the wide-ap nozzle.
In both situations the angle of the inward-deected
pitch ap with respect to the oncoming ow is larger
than that for any other con�guration of the same ap
width. This large ap deection reduces the adverse
ow separation from the opposite ap at low NPR's.
Above a certain NPR, pitch vector angles of the vari-
ous pitch-vectoring con�gurations di�er by less than
1�. The peak resultant thrust ratios occur in this
region of NPR's.

The e�ect on the nozzle normal-force ratio Fn=Fi
of adding yaw thrust vectoring to pitch thrust vec-
toring is presented in �gure 15 and �gure 16 for the
dry power and afterburning power modes. As shown
in �gure 15, the coupling between pitch and yaw de-
ections on the dry power nozzle is dependent on
geometry and NPR. For example, the narrow-ap
con�guration at Ae=At = 1:3 has a small decrease
in normal-force ratio caused by the addition of yaw
vectoring to pitch vectoring over a large NPR range.
The wide-ap con�guration at Ae=At = 1:2, how-
ever, has a large decrease in normal-force ratio. The
e�ect of adding yaw vectoring to the pitch-vectoring
afterburning con�gurations, shown in �gure 16, is
to increase the normal-force ratio across the NPR
range. The exception is the wide-ap con�guration
at Ae=At = 1:2.

The yaw thrust-vector angles produced in mul-
tiaxis thrust vectoring by the restricted-ap and
shifted-throat con�gurations are presented in �g-
ure 17. The method of thrust vectoring has little
e�ect on the yaw thrust-vector angles produced by
the nozzle.

The multiaxis thrust-vectoring capability of the
cruciform nozzle is summarized in �gure 18. The
thrust-vector angles are presented for the condition of
peak resultant thrust ratio; as previously discussed,
this condition represents a realistic operational con-
�guration. The conditions of equal pitch and yaw
thrust-vector angles, shown as 45� lines through the
plots, represent the goal of the cruciform nozzle de-
sign to provide equal levels of thrust vectoring in
pitch and yaw.

In dry power operation, equal thrust-vector angles
are not achieved because of the asymmetry required
to allow multiaxis thrust vectoring. With the excep-
tion of the narrow-ap con�guration at Ae=At = 1:3,
the ability of the shifted-throat con�guration to pro-
duce equal pitch and yaw thrust-vector angles is
equal to or greater than that of the restricted-ap
con�guration. Equal pitch and yaw thrust-vector an-
gles are produced by the afterburning con�gurations
of the cruciform nozzle because of nozzle symmetry.
The divergent aps of the afterburning con�gurations
do not physically interfere and therefore do not need
modi�cations.

Figure 18(a) shows that the shifted-throat con�g-
uration generally provides larger pitch thrust-vector
angles than those of the restricted-ap con�gurations
and that the bene�ts are greater for the wide-ap
nozzle. Shifting the throat also generally produces a
larger yaw thrust-vector angle. More equal thrust-
vector angles are achieved by the narrow-ap nozzle.
Increasing the area ratio Ae=At increases the mag-
nitude of both the pitch and the yaw thrust-vector
angle. Moreover, increasing the ap width decreases
the pitch thrust-vector angle. In afterburning oper-
ation (�g. 18(b)), increasing the ap width increases
both the pitch and the yaw thrust-vector angle.

Vertical-Thrust Mode

The thrust performance, discharge coe�cient,
and resultant thrust-vector angles for the nozzle in
the vertical-thrust mode (�g. 5(a)) are shown in �g-
ure 19. The length-to-width ratios for the port open-
ings associated with the narrow- and wide-ap con-
�gurations are about 2.6 and 1.5. Both have the same
physical port area of 4 in2.

As shown in �gure 19(a), the resultant thrust
ratios for both nozzles are high, considering that
the internal geometry is not speci�cally designed
to turn the ow smoothly in the vertical-thrust
mode. The resultant thrust ratio of the narrow-
ap con�guration varies from 0.964 at NPR = 3.0
to 0.955 at NPR = 6.6. The wide-ap resultant
thrust ratio varies from 0.974 at NPR = 2.5 to 0.960
at NPR = 5.5. Thrust performance for a similar
90� ow-turning nozzle with a rectangular port and a
sharp upstream port corner was measured by Re and
Mason (ref. 29). The resultant thrust ratios ranging
from 0.980 at NPR = 3 to 0.950 at NPR = 7 that
were obtained for that nozzle are comparable to those
of the current nozzle.

The discharge coe�cient in the vertical-thrust
mode shows a dependence on NPR that is not present
in the cruise con�guration. The narrow-ap nozzle
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discharge coe�cient is 0.826 at NPR = 2.0 and in-
creases to 0.865 at NPR = 6.6. The wide-ap nozzle
discharge coe�cient is 0.796 at NPR = 2.0 and in-
creases to 0.848 at NPR = 6.0. This variation of dis-
charge coe�cient is the result of changes in the e�ec-
tive exit area of the port. The variance of discharge
coe�cient with NPR suggests that the ow pattern
in the nozzle does not stabilize until the discharge co-
e�cient levels out at about NPR = 3.5. The nozzle
tested by Re and Mason achieved discharge coe�-
cients from 0.750 at NPR = 2 to 0.840 at NPR = 7
(ref. 29); these coe�cients are slightly lower than the
values measured for the current nozzle.

The low discharge coe�cients of the vertical-
thrust nozzles suggest that the e�ective port area for
the ow is smaller than the actual port area used in
the ideal weight-ow calculation (4 in2). A ow sep-
aration region probably exists on the upstream wall
of the port at the sharp corner (�g. 5(a)) and thus
reduces the e�ective port area and consequently the
weight ow through the nozzle. Re and Mason con-
cluded that a corner radius on the upstream port cor-
ner increases discharge coe�cient by 5 to 10 percent
(ref. 29). The asymptotic behavior of discharge coef-
�cient with increasing NPR supports the theory of a
separated region, since a separation region would di-
minish in size at higher pressure ratios because of the
added energy in the ow. As shown in �gure 19(a),
the wide-ap nozzle has a 2-percent-lower discharge
coe�cient than the narrow-ap nozzle. If the regions
of separated ow in the two ports extend the same
distance from the upstream wall, the wide-ap con-
�guration loses more e�ective port area than does
the narrow-ap con�guration. This di�erence results
in a lower discharge coe�cient.

The resultant thrust-vector angle also shows a de-
pendence on the port width and NPR. The wide-ap
nozzle deects the thrust up to 87�, about 2� more
than does the narrow-ap nozzle. Possible reasons for
better thrust deection of the wide-ap con�guration
are that the wide-ap nozzle has more surface area on
the external expansion surface to turn the ow and
that the longer port length of the narrow-ap con-
�guration probably allows more mass ow to escape
the port before being turned. Despite the increase in
thrust-vector angle with NPR, neither nozzle is capa-
ble of completely deecting the thrust 90� (vertical).

In �gure 19(b), the performance data are pre-
sented for the same con�gurations as those presented
in �gure 19(a) with a 1.500-in. port length extension
installed (�g. 5(a)). The resultant thrust ratios and
discharge coe�cients are not signi�cantly a�ected by
the presence of the port extension. The resultant
thrust-vector angle, however, is greatly increased.

The port extension increases the thrust-vector an-
gle beyond the geometric angle of 90�, particularly
at high NPR's. At NPR = 6, the narrow-ap noz-
zle deects the thrust 92� and the wide-ap nozzle
deects the thrust 97�. This overdeection is possi-
ble because the ow outside of the port is physically
bounded on only one side, similar to the ow for the
SERN geometry.

Thrust-Reverser Mode

In thrust-reverser mode, the nozzle exit is closed
o� by the divergent aps, and the side (right and left)
convergent aps are pivoted open as though hinged at
the throat to permit thrust reversing. To investigate
the possible necessity of a longer port length, two
port length extensions to the downstream walls were
tested (�g. 5(b)): a short port length extension of
0.750 in. and a long port length extension of 1.500 in.

The e�ects of the thrust-reverser port length on
axial thrust ratio and discharge coe�cient are shown
in �gure 20. Large negative values of Fa=Fi represent
desirable results for thrust reversers. In general, the
target level of Fa=Fi is equal to the cosine of the
port angle, in this case �0.5 (cos 120�). The axial
thrust ratios show that virtually no net axial thrust
(i.e., reverse thrust) is produced without the port
extensions installed. Each port causes the thrust to
deect about 90�, which cancels (or spoils) the thrust
of the opposite port. The con�gurations with the
port extensions do produce reverse thrust, and this
result indicates the existence of a minimum required
port length extension for reversing the thrust.

The wide-ap reverser produces signi�cantly
more reverse thrust than does the narrow-ap re-
verser. Similar to the vertical-thrust mode, the
longer port of the narrow-ap con�guration proba-
bly allows more mass ow to escape the port before
being turned. In fact, the wide-ap reverser with
the long port extension installed produces more re-
verse thrust than expected, as shown by compari-
son of the maximum Fa=Fi (�0:62) with the target
of �0:5. This behavior has occurred in previous
thrust-reverser tests (refs. 29 and 30). The low axial
thrust ratio at low NPR is partially caused by the
sharp upstream port corner. Re and Mason (ref. 29)
concluded that increasing the corner radius raises the
thrust e�ciency at low NPR's because the larger ra-
dius allows a smoother transition of the ow through
the port; thus, separation at the corner is reduced.

Discharge coe�cient is signi�cantly a�ected by
the addition of the port extensions. The discharge
coe�cient decreases about 10 percent when the short
port length extension is installed, but only an addi-
tional decrease of 0 to 1 percent occurs when the long
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port length extension is installed. The reduction in
discharge coe�cient is probably attributable to ow
separation from the sharp upstream corners of the
ports, as previously discussed for the vertical-thrust
nozzle.

The narrow-ap reverser has a higher discharge
coe�cient than the wide-ap reverser. Discharge co-
e�cient stabilization, or leveling out, was not com-
pleted in the NPR range tested, probably also be-
cause of the sharp upstream corner. In reference 29,
Re and Mason also concluded that increasing the up-
stream port corner radius reduces the NPR of stabi-
lization and signi�cantly increases the discharge coef-
�cient level. A rounded corner on the current reverser
would probably greatly improve the performance.

Conclusions

A multiaxis thrust-vectoring nozzle with vertical-
thrust and thrust-reverser capabilities was designed
and tested in the static test facilities of the Lang-
ley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. The objective of the
cruciform nozzle design was to reduce the physical
interference between multiaxis thrust-vectoring aps
and to achieve high levels of combined thrust vec-
toring in pitch and yaw while retaining competitive
performance when unvectored. Based on the discus-
sion of the results obtained from the test, the follow-
ing conclusions are considered relevant for this nozzle
arrangement.

1. Resultant thrust ratios of the unvectored cruci-
form nozzle concept, even with its complex in-
ternal geometry, are only slightly lower (up to
1.4 percent) than those of previously tested two-
dimensional convergent-divergent nozzles.

2. Thrust losses in single-axis thrust vectoring are
dominated by complex ow interactions between
regions of shearing ow.

3. Thrust losses in multiaxis thrust vectoring are
probably dominated by the turning of supersonic
ow to realign the ow direction with the channel
walls.

4. Dry power nozzles that use the shifted-throat
concept in multiaxis thrust vectoring generally
achieve larger pitch and yaw thrust-vector angles
than do the restricted-ap con�gurations. How-
ever, the restricted-ap con�gurations have up to
2 percent higher peak resultant thrust ratios than
the shifted-throat con�gurations.

5. Dry power nozzles with narrow aps achieve more
equal resultant thrust-vector angles in pitch and
yaw than do those with wide aps. Peak resultant

thrust ratios of the wide-ap nozzles, however, are
1 to 2 percent higher than those of the narrow-ap
nozzles.

6. Afterburning power nozzles achieve equal pitch
and yaw thrust-vector angles, and increasing the
ap width allows larger angles to be obtained.

7. The thrust performance of both the vertical-
thrust and the thrust-reverser con�gurations are
competitive with previously tested nozzles that
have similar capabilities.

8. Downstream port walls of su�cient length are
necessary to achieve the required high ow-
turning angles of the vertical-thrust and thrust-
reverser con�gurations.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225

March 10, 1992
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Table 1. Cruciform Nozzle Con�gurations

(a) Unvectored and vectored con�gurations

Parameter

Con�guration Flap width Throat area, in2 AeAt NPRd Pitch, deg Yaw, deg Description

1 Narrow 3.719 1.3 4.64 0 0 Baseline
2

?
? 20 0 Basic pitch

3
?
? 20 0 Restricted ap

4
?
? 20 �20 Restricted ap

5
?
? 20 0 Shifted throat

6
?
? 20 �20 Shifted throat

10
?
? 7.775 1.2 3.86 0 0 A/B baseline

11
?
? 20 0 A/B pitch

12
?
? 20 �20 A/B pitch-yaw

16
?
? 3.764 1.5 6.24 0 0 Baseline

17
?
? 20 0 Basic pitch

18
?
? 20 0 Restricted ap

19
?
? 20 �20 Restricted ap

20
?
? 20 0 Shifted throat

21
?
? 20 �20 Shifted throat

22
?
? 7.769 1.4 5.43 0 0 A/B baseline

23
?
? 20 0 A/B pitch

24
?
y

20 �20 A/B pitch-yaw
25 Wide 3.930 1.2 3.86 0 0 Baseline
26

?
? 20 0 Basic pitch

27
?
? 20 0 Restricted ap

28
?
? 20 �20 Restricted ap

29
?
? 20 0 Shifted throat

30
?
? 20 �20 Shifted throat

31
?
? 7.949 1.2 3.86 0 0 A/B baseline

32
?
? 20 0 A/B pitch

33
?
? 20 �20 A/B pitch-yaw

34
?
? 3.935 1.4 5.43 0 0 Baseline

35
?
? 20 0 Basic pitch

36
?
? 20 0 Restricted ap

37
?
? 20 �20 Restricted ap

38
?
? 20 0 Shifted throat

39
?
? 20 �20 Shifted throat

40
?
? 7.929 1.4 5.43 0 0 A/B baseline

41
?
? 20 0 A/B pitch

42
?
y

20 �20 A/B pitch-yaw
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Table 1. Concluded

(b) Vertical- and reverse-thrust con�gurations

Parameter

Con�guration Flap width Port area, in2 Operation Angle, deg Extension, in.

43 Narrow 4.00 Vertical 90 0
44 Wide 4.00 Vertical 90 0
49 Narrow 4.00 Vertical 90 1.5
50 Wide 4.00 Vertical 90 1.5
45 Narrow 4.00 Reverser 120 1.5
46 Wide 4.00 Reverser 120 1.5
47 Narrow 4.00 Reverser 120 0
48 Wide 4.00 Reverser 120 0
51 Narrow 4.00 Reverser 120 0.75
52 Wide 4.00 Reverser 120 0.75
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Table 2. Cruciform Nozzle Dimensions

[Dimensions in inches]

(a) Unvectored and vectored con�gurations

Parameter

Con�guration A B C yt yb yl yr zt zb zl zr

1 2.126 1.559 1.236 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.280 1.280 1.280 1.280
2

?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.217 2.375 1.280 1.280

3
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.617 2.375 1.280 1.280

4
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.617 2.375 0.217 2.375

5
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.971 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.644 1.948 1.280 1.280

6
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.971 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.644 1.948 0.217 2.375

10
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.352 2.352 2.352 2.352 2.251 2.251 2.251 2.251

11
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.352 2.352 2.352 2.352 1.175 3.339 2.251 2.251

12
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.352 2.352 2.352 2.352 1.175 3.339 1.175 3.339

16
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.442 1.442 1.442 1.442

17
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.367 2.530 1.442 1.442

18
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.618 2.530 1.442 1.442

19
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.545 1.545 1.545 1.545 0.618 2.530 0.367 2.530

20
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.971 1.118 1.545 1.545 0.793 2.107 1.442 1.442

21
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.971 1.118 1.545 1.545 0.793 2.107 0.367 2.530

22
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.354 2.354 2.354 2.354 2.575 2.575 2.575 2.575

23
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.354 2.354 2.354 2.354 1.482 3.641 2.575 2.575

24

?
y

?
y

?
y

2.354 2.354 2.354 2.354 1.482 3.641 1.482 3.641
25 2.030 1.335 1.625 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.145 1.145 1.145 1.145
26

?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 0.092 2.242 1.145 1.145

27
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.242 1.145 1.145

28
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.242 0.092 2.242

29
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.707 1.313 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.047 1.145 1.145

30
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.707 1.313 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.047 0.092 2.242

31
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.125 2.125 2.125 2.125 1.883 1.883 1.883 1.883

32
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.125 2.125 2.125 2.125 0.818 2.977 1.883 1.883

33
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.125 2.125 2.125 2.125 0.818 2.977 0.818 2.977

34
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.267 1.267 1.267 1.267

35
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 0.203 2.361 1.267 1.267

36
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.361 1.267 1.267

37
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.510 1.510 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.361 0.203 2.361

38
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.707 1.313 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.165 1.267 1.267

39
?
?

?
?

?
? 1.707 1.313 1.510 1.510 0.812 2.165 0.203 2.361

40
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.125 2.125 2.125 2.125 2.128 2.128 2.128 2.128

41
?
?

?
?

?
? 2.125 2.125 2.125 2.125 1.046 3.211 2.128 2.128

42
?
y

?
y

?
y

2.125 2.125 2.125 2.125 1.046 3.211 1.046 3.211
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Table 2. Concluded

(b) Vertical- and reverse-thrust con�gurations

Parameter

Con�guration Operation A B C D E G x y yb yt z

43 Vertical 2.126 1.559 1.236 0.675 2.424 1.545 1.545 2.890
44 Vertical 2.030 1.335 1.625 0.656 1.649 1.510 1.510 2.830
45 Reverser 2.126 1.559 1.236 0.675 1.937 4.543 1.545 2.460
46 Reverser 2.030 1.335 1.625 0.656 1.547 4.531 1.510 2.403
47 Reverser 2.126 1.559 1.236 0.675 1.937 4.543 1.545 2.460
48 Reverser 2.030 1.335 1.625 0.656 1.547 4.531 1.510 2.403
49 Vertical 2.126 1.559 1.236 0.675 2.424 1.545 1.545 2.890
50 Vertical 2.030 1.335 1.625 0.656 1.649 1.510 1.510 2.830
51 Reverser 2.126 1.559 1.236 0.675 1.937 4.543 1.545 2.460
52 Reverser 2.030 1.335 1.625 0.656 1.547 4.531 1.510 2.403
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Table 3. Cruciform Nozzle Data

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Concluded

L-89-12938

(a) Propulsion simulation system with a typical cruciform nozzle con�guration installed.

Figure 1. Single-engine propulsion simulation system.

(b) Propulsion simulation system. Station numbers are in inches.

Figure 1. Concluded.

L-89-12939

Figure 2. Unvectored cruciform nozzle with wide aps mounted on test stand.

Looking upstream

L-92-02088

Looking downstream

L-92-02087

1



(a) Upstream and downstream views.

Figure 3. Cruciform nozzle con�gurations with narrow aps.

Pitch

L-92-02089

Pitch-yaw

L-92-02090

(b) Restricted-ap con�guration for pitch and pitch-yaw vectoring.

Figure 3. Continued.

Unvectored

L-92-02092

Basic pitch vectored

L-92-02091

(c) Unvectored and basic pitch-vectored con�gurations with ow from left to right. Model disassembled for
clarity.

Figure 3. Continued.

Restricted ap

L-92-02094

Shifted throat

L-92-02093

(d) Restricted-ap and shifted-throat con�gurations with ow from left to right. Model disassembled for
clarity.

Figure 3. Continued.

Unvectored

L-92-02075

Basic pitch vectored

L-92-02076

(e) Unvectored and basic pitch-vectored nozzle in A/B mode with ow from left to right. Model disassembled
for clarity.

Figure 3. Continued.
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Vertical thrust

L-92-02083

Thrust reverse

L-92-02084

(f) Vertical-thrust and thrust-reverser con�gurations with ow entering from left. Model disassembled for
clarity.

Figure 3. Concluded.

Looking upstream

L-92-02082

Looking downstream

L-92-02081

(a) Upstream and downstream views.

Figure 4. Cruciform nozzle con�gurations with wide aps.

Unvectored

L-92-02080

Pitch-yaw

L-92-02079

(b) Unvectored con�guration and restricted-ap con�guration for pitch-yaw vectoring.

Figure 4. Continued.

Unvectored

L-92-02078

Basic pitch vectored

L-92-02077

(c) Unvectored and basic pitch-vectored con�gurations with ow from left to right. Model disassembled for clarity.

Figure 4. Continued.

Restricted ap

L-92-02085

Shifted throat

3



L-92-02086

(d) Restricted-ap and shifted-throat con�gurations with ow from left to right. Model disassembled for clarity.

Figure 4. Concluded.

(a) Vertical-thrust mode; side view.

Figure 5. Vertical-thrust and thrust-reverser con�gurations.

(b) Thrust-reverser mode; top view.

Figure 5. Concluded.

(a) Internal dimensions of cruciform nozzle.

Figure 6. Nozzle geometric details. All dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted.

(b) Upstream view of cruciform nozzle.

Figure 6. Continued.

(c) Internal dimensions of vertical-thrust con�guration.

Figure 6. Continued.

(d) Internal dimensions of thrust-reverser con�guration.

Figure 6. Continued.

(e) Transition section from circular to octagonal cross section; ow enters from left.

Figure 6. Concluded.

(a) Basic pitch con�guration.

Figure 7. Performance of dry power cruciform nozzle with narrow aps and Ae=At = 1:3.

(b) Restricted-ap con�guration.

Figure 7. Continued.

(c) Shifted-throat con�guration.

Figure 7. Concluded.

(a) Basic pitch con�guration.

Figure 8. Performance of dry power cruciform nozzle with narrow aps and Ae=At = 1:5.

(b) Restricted-ap con�guration.

Figure 8. Continued.
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(c) Shifted-throat con�guration.

Figure 8. Concluded.

(a) Basic pitch con�guration.

Figure 9. Performance of dry power cruciform nozzle with wide aps and Ae=At = 1:2.

(b) Restricted-ap con�guration.

Figure 9. Continued.

(c) Shifted-throat con�guration.

Figure 9. Concluded.

(a) Basic pitch con�guration.

Figure 10. Performance of dry power cruciform nozzle with wide aps and Ae=At = 1:4.

(b) Restricted-ap con�guration.

Figure 10. Continued.

(c) Shifted-throat con�guration.

Figure 10. Concluded.

(a) Narrow aps; Ae=At = 1:2.

Figure 11. Performance of afterburning power cruciform nozzle.

(b) Narrow aps; Ae=At = 1:4.

Figure 11. Continued.

(c) Wide aps; Ae=At = 1:2.

Figure 11. Continued.

(d) Wide aps; Ae=At = 1:4.

Figure 11. Concluded.

Figure 12. Percentage of ow area a�ected by pitch aps of dry power cruciform nozzles.

Figure 13. Peak resultant thrust ratios of cruciform nozzle con�gurations.

Figure 14. Pitch-vectoring capability of cruciform nozzle con�gurations.

(a) Restricted ap.

Figure 15. E�ect of yaw vectoring on normal-force ratio for dry power setting.
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(b) Shifted throat.

Figure 15. Concluded.

Figure 16. E�ect of yaw vectoring on normal-force ratio for afterburning power setting.

Figure 17. Yaw thrust-vectoring capability of multiaxis-thrust vectoring cruciform nozzle with dry power
setting.

(a) Dry power setting.

Figure 18. Multiaxis thrust-vector angles at peak resultant thrust ratio. Solid line represents equal pitch and
yaw thrust-vector angles.

(b) Afterburning power setting.

Figure 18. Concluded.

(a) No port length extension.

Figure 19. Performance of vertical-thrust nozzles with narrow and wide aps.

(b) Port length extension installed.

Figure 19. Concluded.

Figure 20. Axial thrust ratios and discharge coe�cients of thrust reversers with varying port lengths.
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